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MC production system

 Driven by LPM, runs under aliprod account
 Given one or more JDLs, it

 Resubmits error subjobs until the jobs reach a 
target completion ratio (default 95%)

 When all subjobs are in a DONE state it can launch 
other jobs that might use the produced data as input 
(merging jobs for example).

 If the queue is still low on waiting jobs it submits 
next run in the sequence

 If more than one JDL is enabled, it alternates the 
submission of them so that their priorities are 
respected. The priorities can be dynamically 
adjusted while the productions are running.



  

MC production system

 LPM interface
http://pcalimonitor.cern.ch/lpm/lpm_manager.jsp









 And this is the system running
on autopilot:

http://pcalimonitor.cern.ch/lpm/lpm_manager.jsp


  

MC production requests
 Production requests are published here:

http://pcalimonitor.cern.ch/PWG/

 Files (macros, JDL … ) can be edited online and 
published in AliEn when done

 Progress can also be tracked in this page, both the 
requested number of events and the produced ones 
are displayed

http://pcalimonitor.cern.ch/PWG/


  

RAW production

 Also managed by LPM, same principles as for the 
MC productions
 Error subjobs resubmission
 New jobs submitted when queue is low on waiting jobs

 But the jobs to submit depend on registered runs
 We automatically process runs in the global partition (currently 

LHC09c), 4 hours after the last chunk was registered and 
SHUTTLE has processed this run

 In progress: investigating how to query DAQ to see if the run was fully 
transferred, to reduce the 4h delay

 Depending on the run type, the appropriate JDL is selected for 
submission (LPM points to a base directory where all 
”runtype/rec.JDL” files are)

 Other runs can be processed on demand
http://pcalimonitor.cern.ch/production/requests.jsp 

http://pcalimonitor.cern.ch/production/requests.jsp


  

Analysis train
 http://pcalimonitor.cern.ch/train_details.jsp

 LPM points in this case to a special file that 
contains:
 JDL to submit
 List of arguments (XML collections) to pass to the JDL

 Once it goes though all the elements the train is 
automatically disabled but resubmission is still active

http://pcalimonitor.cern.ch/train_details.jsp
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